Fussion 2010

The Fusion ranks among the better family sedans of its time. The update is extensive and
rectifies the road noise and turning circle shortcomings of the original car. The V6 engine is still
responsive and gets good fuel economy. Ride and handling remain competent and stability
control is now standard. Interior fit and finish has improved. Rear-seat room is acceptable but
falls a bit short compared with the competition. In most cases, automotive warranties are based
on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of
ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score
is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford Fusion owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. It
caused intermittent soft pedal. For a car with less than 60, miles I thought this was premature.
Ford will apparently not offer a recall". It was scarey because when driving I wondered if the car
would safely stop before the intended spot. I would constantly pump the pedal at the same time
hoping the pedal would engage sooner. A new unit was more than double. The service
attendant would not acknowledge the existing problem, yet other Ford products have the same
issues. Asked if the fluid was faulty, if the master cylinder was faulty or the calipers. It was my
initiative that seemed to have stopped the brake issue. It still does it but much less now. I
recently had all rotors, pads and calipers replaced. All were wore or broken. Big money again. I
hope that Ford acknowledges the failure of the ABS unit and the terrible stopping abilities that
come with it. However,I have had to make several panic stops since then, and the ABS did not
kick in, and the brakes did not lock up. It may be time to ditch the car, since repairs are liable to
cost more than the car is worth. Mechanic said failure to make the fix in a timely fashion could
have resulted in serious result". Had to replace rear rotors and left caliper". Premature break
wear". Have had two rear calipers replaced within 18 months. They were worn out". Parts very
expensive and my mechanic had to purchase an expensive proprietary wrench to do job Also,
Constant issue with erratic automatic transmission changing almost since new". It was
discovered during warranty maintenance. Had to teach them about following distances to
reduse constant use of the brakes in traffic. Couldn't move the handle to engage". Had to bring
it back to the dealer 3 times. One overnight". Wore brake pads down to nothing while driving in
this condition. Dealer was unable to identify or the problem. A few weeks later the problem
recurred. Dealer was again unable to identify the problem. Recourse is to". It was leading to
false warnings, turning off cruise control, etc". When temperature were below freezing, the
cable would freeze and the parking brake would not release". Driver's side rear wheel was
completely locked in place. Dealer insists this is normal; feels to me like the brakes are not
balanced properly for safe stopping". Were replaced twice in the past 3 years". I say they often
lie and cause me unnecessary expenses! Shouldn't have to do a bi-yearly brake job with under
20, kms travelled using top grade parts no white box stuff ". Don't know if it was premature. Not
the first time". Recently, I replaced calipers, rotors and pads I have brakes cleaned and sliders
lubricated every spring. Brakes are totally unacceptable. The dealer could not see the specific
alert instructions on the screen until I took a photograph of the alert that could only Be visible
on the screen before I turned off the car. The rear rotors have been replaced but also have a
tendency to show rust in damp weather". Repaired once and have not had problems since".
Performed repairs myself, and rotors were incredibly rusty. Factory bolts had to be drilled out.
Rotors had to hammered out due to rust gluing rotors on. Repairs took many hours longer than
anticipated. The dealership has examined the brakes and have simply explained that this is
normal for this model car. I have gotten this response from three dealerships". No permanent
solution other than replacing pads is inefficient and costly. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Bushing was worn and loose". Rack and pinion needs replaced on low mileage
vehicle and abs advantrak went out frequently. I do drive in Michigan one of the worst states for
poor roads. A few minutes later, passenger's side coil spring failed, dropping the car body onto
the wheel. Drove a mile to a shop at around 5mph ; they replaced the front struts and the spring.
Had the spring failed 30 minutes earlier, I possibly would have had an accident. Fortunately, this
has happened only at low speeds to date". Complete replacement of rack and pinion. Common
known problem with fusions, yet not under recall". Ford advised to replace rack as sending unit
incorporated in same, and not serviceable". Had the Fusion been a or model the repair would
have been covered by a recall. In my opinion, this repair should have been covered by a recall
since it's fairly common and a safety issue. When started vehicle, error message appeared on
dash. With turning vehicle off, the message reset and vehicle ran normally. The need to turn off
and reset occurred more frequently. When finally brought in for service, problem was identified
as rack and pinion problem and rack and pinion was replaced. Problem no longer occurs. Looks

to be the same thing recalled in other Fords, but not in the Fusion. Had to pay to replace
completely. Full details submitted to NHTSA: I started my car when leaving work and received
an error that the power steering failed. I followed the guidelines in the book and turned off the
car for 30 seconds and restarted. On restart the error returned. I drove car to mechanic and had
no power steering. After talking with mechanic attempted to leave and still no power steering.
Another error turned on prior to leaving the parking lot with AdvanceTrac failure. Left car at
mechanic. Error sounds similar to other Ford and Lincoln cars with power steering failure.
Replaced steering gear assembly". Finally a local shop purchased a computer to bleed brakes.
It took them a week with the vehicle, to bleed the brakes. I was their first customer to work on
my auto. I had brake problems, changed calipers, on 3 brakes, plus 3 rotors. The auto was a
night mare Mechanic replaced and no issues. Research online indicates that a control arm
needs replacing to fix the issue. Ford dealership says alignment is fine and refused to fix the
issue. The outer edge of a brand new tire wears". Also lost power steering when driving. Dealer
insists due to low tire pressure of 29 psi. No warning from message center". Local mechanic
said that there was no problem. Dealer discovered bearing problem. Had a lot of trouble pulling
the bearing". Replaced the wheel bearing at a local shop. Repairs were made under 8-year
drive-train warranty". Fuel filler assy had to be replaced on two different failure scenarios. Only
a hinged lid that is suppose to seal the fuel system. The check engine light was on due to the lid
not sealing properly. The lid and other parts were first cleaned and later needed to be replac".
The check Engine Light came due to the fuel inlet leaking. Temporary fix three times by
cleaning, eventually had Dealer replace". Has been serviced 4 times in one year". Let in dust
which accumulated on sensor relay which ultimately failed". The "fuel neck" has been replaced
3 times I believe one was a recall. In my opinion this is a huge flaw in the design of this car".
You just poke the filler hose into the neck after you open the fuel door. Very convenient until the
little flap that provides the seal stops sealing, and then you get a check engine light. The code is
evaporative emissions sensor, minor leak. I have replaced the fuel vapor canister, EVAP purge
valve and EGR valve and the thing still throws a code due to the slight vacuum leak at the filler
neck. I'm not paying to replace that, so I just drive with the light lit. This have been like this
since 38, miles, I now have , miles. Car runs fine, just hoping the stupid light burns out. Ford did
not own the problem. I had to pay out of pocket for a new one. They said the condition had to be
replicated in the garage and this was not possible". A recall was done a year later four years
after owning the car ". Fixed for free". The engine stopped receiving fuel as a result while I was
driving. Was part of a recall so no cost to fix". It was one fuel injector that was diagnosed
correctly by my Ford dealer and replaced under extended warranty. Restarting the car resolved
the problem for various periods of time. Finally gas started leaking in the driveway and that was
related to the fuel". The same problem has occurred again at miles. Not yet repaired". Replaced
sensor at dealer". While cruising on highway, engine died". I did not fix it". First fix, blow out
dust from sensor line; didn't work. Next fix replace filler pipe, not covered by warranty; didn't
work. Ok for the last 1". Ford first replaced the MAF sensor but the problem returned then they
replaced the O2 sensor which cleared the problem". Had the orange sensor light on constantly.
Found out it failed due to dust accumulation on the contacts, Was not properly installed at the
factory,". Few days later, return home, and check engine light is on. Just waiting for the others
to fail : ". Evidenbtly, according to frequency of repair stats, this was more of a one off but it
was me. The Dealership's techs know me as the g". Looses enough coolant that climate control
is not cool in cabin. Requires refill". Replaced manifold line assembly to compressor". There is
refrigerant in the system. I was told that this is a problem with this model. Also there is a recall
on the airbag. Waiting to have it fixed. Dealer can not find problem- am taking car back this
week". Driver cool". Very hard to diagnose. Several visits. SDeveral attempts". Ford garage
cannot pinpoint the reason". As it got warmer outside I took it to my mechanic who discovered
the issue. The part was very inexpensive, but they had to remove the entire dash to get to the
failed part, which made the labor very expensive. They also tried another expensive fix before
arriving at the root problem. Likely broken wire in the seat based on symptoms". Once that
started happening it would occasionally not turn on, or click off shortly after turning on".
Passenger seat was working. They had to remove the front seat to fix controls. This left the
heater blowing cold air at idle, with the heat on full hot. Took dealer 3 weeks to fix, included
calls". Independent shop correctly identified leaking manifold part. Total repair in the five
hundred dollar range". Not sure if a rock hit the right part causing the leak or if it was something
else". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables,
engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs
and wires failure. Easy fix". Replaced it within a couple of days". Ford cannot pinpoint the
reason why". I've had to replace headlights at least 5 times. Seems excessive". The coating on
the assembly in front of bulbs defective. There is a recall for some models but not All 4 of the

headlight bulbs have failed within the last 12 months. The replacement process is difficult for all
4 bulbs. There is a module under the seat that is suspect but both seats should be
non-functional. No repairs made yet". Finally it wouldn't come on at all. They replaced under
extended warranty". New seat". Repair was expensive,". Based on internet searches, this is a
common problem and is probably a weak design. I had it replaced 5 years ago, but now that the
car is over 10 years old, I don't know if I'll bother. Since it did not make the vehicle unusable it
was not a recall and I had to replace at my expense. Also had to change the Battery late ,way".
After checking all four tires none were low. This has happened more than one time. They
replaced one of the sensors and the problem was fixed. Dealer took one week to diagnose and
had to consult with Ford engineers to resolve problems". Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. The display had like interference
lines". Entire radio was swapped out, lost several CDs". I would try to eject it every once in a
while and it eventually worked. I only use easily replaceable CDs now. Dealer says can't fix.
Have had system totally reset and frequently updated Too low, small and dim". Updating the
system helped somewhat". Drops the phone and will not pair,have had the system reset several
times and right now it still will not pair with either Iphone". Then the USB port stopped charging
devices and bluetooth pairing stopped working". The result is that I cannot hear the other
person over my car speakers and I loose my ability to talk hands free. I can only delete the
privacy mode from my cell phone while calling, which is too dangerous while driving. If I make a
call manually, without using voice command, it connects to the car speakers as it should, but
that also defeats the hands free ability. This problem began a few months ago. Ford insists it is
my cell phone, not their system. I don't think so. Dealer replaced unit. The car was at the dealer
several days each time. It's fixed but I don't know for how long". It was a radio problem Sync
related not a Sirius XM problem". After bringing to dealer, replaced radio, cd player, and
hundreds of dollars later, brought to a ford certified electronics person, who does work on the
side, found out amplifier was bad - back trunk. This happened intermittently and then stopped
happening, making the problem difficult to diagnose". Tracked to Radio and Sync issues". I say
"Call x" and it tells me it doesn't understand the command". It only happens when using the
voice command. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or
solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Because it's a hybrid, the
transmission depends on this for cooling. Was overheating at highway speeds. Fine otherwise. I
think going to be major expense". Dealer replaced components under Waranty". This occurred
intermittently, and then became frequent enough to produce an error code for the dealership".
Also had a transmission leak that the dealer couldn't fix for 7 days". This was done under
warranty by the dealer". This was miles ago. The fix worked fine". Dealer needed to replace a
control module and upgrade software of the computer controlling the transmission". Replaced
left seal, bushing and shaft". Was repaired on year ago". I have had the fluid replaced sooner
than recommended also because I don't trust the longevity of the transmission". When the car
was 4. This causes premature wear of the bushings where the half shafts exit the transmission,
and fluid leakage results. The left half shaft was replaced free of charge per Ford bulletin TSB
The right half shaft is not covered, even though it most certainly was manufactured at the same
factory at the same time. If not repaired, the transmission would ultimately". Fluid was empty by
the time it was found during an oil change". Found out this was a design flaw where poor
material was used, which hastened wear. Had this replaced with upgraded solution, and it has
resolved the problem". Repaired with recall. Seem to be having problems again. Only miles or 1
year warranty on part". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Shrapnel I
was sent a card in the mail. Upon calling the dealer, I was told there are no replacement bags
but they would call me when they are available. It's been two years and still no call. What a joke.
I've called myself and still no replacements for this recall. I parked it for four months and drove
loaners provided by Ford until the necessary parts came in. Can't remember the problem.. More
dealer investigation needed". As a result, I will never buy another Ford product. Ford keeps
saying they are waiting on parts. Dealer told me they have no idea when parts will come into
repair. Takata recall My service writer told me he didn't think they will ever come in. Ford sent
me a letter and told me not to sit anyone in the front seat. I feel Ford is just dragging its heels
and hoping the customers will just go away. I will never purchase another Ford car again and
now they have announced they are discontinuing the Fusion, I wonder why. I feel they are truly
a dishonest company. It has been several months now. I usually get the same saying we don't
have the part yet, and we will give you a notification when it is in. I purchased this car from the
dealer in Someone drove it off the lot, and I guess their finances failed, so they had to return it.
When that happened, it was considered used. However to notice came out in for th etruck and
for the car. Parts have not been available until now for the car. Still waiting for the truck parts to
arrive at the dealer". When we where able to drive , about 30 minutes later we went to the dealer.

We aerentold it had to due with electrical issue related to bakes. Have been advised it will be
second quarter this year". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and
exterior trim or moldings, rust. It is a replacement bumper though". I now have holes on both
sides that are at least 4 inches by 2 inches where the car has rusted away. I have been
disappointed with the dealerships response to this problem, especially since I identified it to
them when the issue was very very minor and small. Rusting through between rear doors and
wheel wells. Cost was going to be considerable for a "no guarantee" job. Dealer fixed at his
expense". Disappointed that Ford still has not corrected rust problems". Our older Ford that we
had to replace due to an accident didn't have any rust so I wouldn't have expected a newr Ford
to have rust either. I am especially disappointed in Ford and the dealership, as the areas of rust
on my car are known areas where rust is likely to appear. Warranty is only on rust through.
Fixed so we could get sticker but its back. Was told noise insulation from factory would not
allow water to drain properly. I've started to try to fill the rust ourselves. Neither my "car wash
guy", detailer, nor I know why because I have maintained my car carefully for the 10 years I have
owned it. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. I had to
put emergency brake on and turn off key in ignition. Called AAA and they towed into dealer".
Apparently this has happened to other Fords. No warranty covberage because the hybrid
"technically" does not have this problem". Yes that is 1, miles beyond the warranty. Ford told
me to pound sand". Transmission fixed twice before". Your wording on this subject is extremely
poor! Transmission smoking. Had to be replaced". I pulled over and turned the car off. Started it
again and drove home slowly. It slipped and could not place in another gear until you turned the
engine off. Ford had to dismantel transmission twice. This transmission is a piece of crap. The
Ford blogs are full of pro". The next result was that the gear box had to be rebuilt". They have a
TSB on the issue TSB , but the Ford rep told me that the redesign parts because it is fun for
them to do so, and that the fact that lots of transmissions are f". After warranty of rebuilt
transmission expired, issues are happening again. New transmission warranty would have been
three years not o". Ford rep wanted to rebuild it but I complained until he agreed to replace the
transmission. There have been no problems with it since then". That, combined with some
recall repair of throttle adjuster? I opted to sell the car". Parts broke internally. So hard, front
wheels would spin. One of the bolts holding the torque converter to the transmission loosens
over time and when it finally falls out it eats one or more of the gears requiring a complete
transmission replacement. The car was paid for and we didnt want a car payment so we fixed
the vehicle. Going up a hill there was an odd sound. When we arrived home we discovered the
transmission would not go in reverse. I bought the Ford rebuilt transmission. Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine was
dying and I worried it was going to be worse. It turned out to be a minor issue. Can't remember
whether it was a faulty sensor or a clogged filter". This item was covered under a recall, but was
only found after I searched the internet". Although this was a recall Ford monitored or inspected
the part at regular service. Then I had to replace the part at may expense. Dye was added and
will be inspected again soon". Fixed to my complete satisfaction". No major issue". Will be
expensive to repair. Started about December Found small oil drops on the garage floor. Problem
was fixed in early April This somewhat a common problem with Ford's 3. He changed the seal
on the valve cover and replaced spark plugs. We don't know where its coming from, yet. I had
someone check to see if the drain from the AC was causing it, but the water was not in the right
place for that. Instead, I was told the drain from the sunroof was blocked. The service man
cleared the drain, and it appeared to fix the problem until about three months later when the
problem resurfaced. I've tried unblocking the drain using methods I've seen on YouTube to no
avail. A friend of mine indicated it could be the sunroof seal that is allowing too much water to
enter the drain, causing it to send water to the passenger side floorboard. I've recently been
able to schedule my driving requirements during times it hasn't been raining, so right now the
floor is dry. One or both was leaking". Irritating and too expensive to fix". Also a squeaking
noise that seems to be from the air conditioning fan at certain fan speeds". It sounds like
something is stuck in one of the vents but it's not. My friend had the same problem and Ford
could not fix so she traded Fusion for Camry. Very irritating". Not a huge problem". Noticeable
at highway speeds". The only option I had in CR's list was "wind noise. Cost of repair is too
high to bother with it. So it remains stuck, inoperable, causing wind noise. Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Door could be open from the outside if you
rolled the window down. I have replaced all 4 door handles internal assemblies once and two of
them twice. One of those I replaced twice, is now broken again. I listed this as a complaint when
still under warranty. Dealer didn't see a problem. Sometime later the linkage broke or
disconnected. I paid for the repair. Could not open door from inside car". Ford would not cover

even though this was a known problem with this car". Once opened the catch latch will not click
to engage the metal latch loop on the door frame. I must spray this latch with WD40 to free it up.
The locking mechanism on the front driver side door is broken currently and needs replacement
for the second time. Ford said not our problem - out of warrantee". Also both Wheel Bearings
front total failure". The repair involved changing the right shaft assembly. Not cheap but it
avoided a serious problem down the road. Needed a new driveshaft. Replaced under powertrain
warranty". The engine eventually charges the battery sufficiently enough to run". It required the
removal of the entire dash and console to change it at a cost of over CDN! Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. It was difficult to find a replacement and had to purchase from a Ford dealer".
Car would not start. Called AAA and they replaced the battery". Way too eartly in my opinion.
Replaced with Interstate brand. Car was disabled by failure". So far a month no repeat of the
problem". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Only have 3 of 4 working". Ford tells me because it is at the back
side of engine that it would cost almost as much to repair as the car is worth. I was told the
replacement gasket doesn't cost much, but the amount of time and labor is what costs so much.
I was advised to just keep checking the oil until it becomes too much of a problem. The
mechanic at Ford was actually very straight forward. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks,
water pump, thermostat, overheating. I think it was a bearing issue. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. Used Ford Fusion Change Vehicle. There are 10 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance
Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat
pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph
from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance
is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,

torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available, standard from Side and head protection air bags available, standard from ESC
available in , standard from Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this
vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines
Available. What Owners Say. Ford will apparently not offer a recall" Daniel M. Premature break
wear" William S. Parts very expensive and my mechanic had to purchase an expensive
proprietary wrench to do job Also, Constant issue with erratic automatic transmission changing
almost since new" Anonymous, ON Ford Fusion "We needed to replace rotors and calipers"
Anonymous, TN Ford Fusion Hybrid 2. When temperature were below freezing, the cable would
freeze and the parking brake would not release" Steven C. Dealer insists this is normal; feels to
me like the brakes are not balanced properly for safe stopping" Lee H. Shouldn't have to do a
bi-yearly brake job with under 20, kms travelled using top grade parts no white box stuff "
Anonymous, ON Ford Fusion Sport 3. The rear rotors have been replaced but also have a
tendency to show rust in damp weather" Brent H. Ball joints "Replaced right front" Christopher
R. The outer edge of a brand new tire wears" Joshua M. No warning from message center"
Patricia C. Had a lot of trouble pulling the bearing" - V. Emission control devices includes EGR
""Check engine" light came on. Repairs were made under 8-year drive-train warranty" F W. The
lid and other parts were first cleaned and later needed to be replac" Frederick J. Let in dust
which accumulated on sensor relay which ultimately failed" Dennis R. They said the condition
had to be replicated in the garage and this was not possible" Anonymous, NY Ford Fusion 3. A
recall was done a year later four years after owning the car " Ann M. Finally gas started leaking
in the driveway and that was related to the fuel" Peter H. Replaced sensor at dealer" Anthony F.
While cruising on highway, engine died" Robert D. I did not fix it" Tom H. Found out it failed due
to dust accumulation on the contacts, Was not properly installed at the factory," Dennis R. The
Dealership's techs know me as the g" Michael S. Requires refill" Jeff C. Dealer can not find
problem- am taking car back this week" Richard-Judith C. SDeveral attempts" John I. Likely
broken wire in the seat based on symptoms" Thomas D. Once that started happening it would
occasionally not turn on, or click off shortly after turning on" Christopher B. Total repair in the
five hundred dollar range" John A. Not sure if a rock hit the right part causing the leak or if it
was something else" Matthew R. Seems excessive" K I. No repairs made yet" Dave O. New seat"
Trent S. Also had to change the Battery late ,way" Tony J. The display had like interference
lines" Terry H. Updating the system helped somewhat" Ronald M. Drops the phone and will not
pair,have had the system reset several times and right now it still will not pair with either
Iphone" Ken F. This happened intermittently and then stopped happening, making the problem
difficult to diagnose" Brent H. Tracked to Radio and Sync issues" Trenton M. Coolers and lines
"Water pump failed. This occurred intermittently, and then became frequent enough to produce
an error code for the dealership" Alan S. Also had a transmission leak that the dealer couldn't
fix for 7 days" Joel G. This was done under warranty by the dealer" Michael T. Dealer needed to
replace a control module and upgrade software of the computer controlling the transmission"
Anonymous, MD Ford Fusion SE 2. Was repaired on year ago" Kim B. I have had the fluid
replaced sooner than recommended also because I don't trust the longevity of the
transmission" Michael T. If not repaired, the transmission would ultimately" Dwight W. Had this
replaced with upgraded solution, and it has resolved the problem" Ryan A. Only miles or 1 year
warranty on part" Bill H. Exhaust leaks "Soft area of exhaust hose under driver's side had small
leak. More dealer investigation needed" Paul S. Still waiting for the truck parts to arrive at the
dealer" Patricia C. Have been advised it will be second quarter this year" Paul S. Dealer fixed at
his expense" Jean R. Clutch replacement "Shifted into park but car was still in drive. No
warranty covberage because the hybrid "technically" does not have this problem" Harvey T.
Ford told me to pound sand" Tom H. Had to be replaced" Steven B. The next result was that the
gear box had to be rebuilt" Mauro V. They have a TSB on the issue TSB , but the Ford rep told
me that the redesign parts because it is fun for them to do so, and that the fact that lots of
transmissions are f" Brian S. New transmission warranty would have been three years not o"

Dawn D. Can't remember whether it was a faulty sensor or a clogged filter" Paul W. This item
was covered under a recall, but was only found after I searched the internet" Stephen D. Fixed
to my complete satisfaction" Ron R. No major issue" David J. Air or water leaks "Same issue.
Irritating and too expensive to fix" Norman B. Also a squeaking noise that seems to be from the
air conditioning fan at certain fan speeds" Anonymous, AZ Ford Fusion Hybrid 2. Seriously"
Marc G. Not a huge problem" Guy J. Noticeable at highway speeds" Kenneth R. Doors or sliding
doors "inside door handle mechanism broke such that door could only be opened from outside
handle. Could not open door from inside car" Al D. Ford said not our problem - out of
warrantee" Gary C. Replaced under powertrain warranty" George T. The engine eventually
charges the battery sufficiently enough to run" Dennis M. Battery not hybrid or electric "battery
is dead if left unused for 7 days,occurs past 2 years" R V. Overheating "Cylinder head
temperature sensor and thermostat both failed" Robert M. See All Trouble Spots. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. This is a LOT of mid-sized 4
door sedan with low miles for the year - for the money. With k miles on it, this car is about 80,
miles below what is normal for a model car. Better still, the inline 2. You also have all power
options, cruise control, tilt wheel, high tech, AC, etc. We have sold a lot of these over the years
and people love them. This also qualifies for our easy, no credit check, in house financing,
where, with some cash or trade down, you are quickly and easily driving this home. Come in
today for details - and bring your trade! When we take vehicles that are older with higher
mileage in trade we stick them on our lot at discounted prices. We do not bring these vehicles in
the shop. We suggest that you bring a mechanic with you to check them out. Our sales staff
won't have any knowledge of any potential work it may need. Special Internet price is for regular
financing and cash deals only. Full G loans do not qualify for that discount. Want to stretch your
purchasing power? Well take a look at this fantastic Ford Fusion. Named a Consumer Guide
Best Buy. It was created to provoke your family's adventurous nature. Get out on the road and
explore! Our team specializes in getting everyone into the car they WANT.. It is equipped with a
6 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. It is being
offered for sale 'AS - IS' for a low price. It will go to a closed dealer only auction unless
otherwise sold beforehand. Other than a simple test drive, no mechanical inspection has been
done to the vehicle. The engine and transmission seemed ok on a short drive. Power windows
work. AC was not checked due to cool weather. This mid-size car emanates grace with its
stylish gray exterior. This Ford Fusion has a 3. The Ford Fusion is front wheel drive. The vehicle
is equipped with front side curtain airbags. This mid-size car comes standard with a state of the
art traction control system. It is equipped with front air bags. With the adjustable lumbar
support in this vehicle your back will love you. This vehicle can run on either gasoline or E85
fuel. Know you and your passengers are protected with the front and rear side curtain airbags in
this Ford Fusion. Just the right size to accommodate all your needs. It has room for passengers
and plenty of trunk space. This Ford Fusion boasts a Gas I4 2. Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Look at this Ford Fusion
SE. Its transmission and Gas I4 2. SE trim. Click now! That's why we always make sure go
above and beyond for our loyal customers throughout our community. It's our world class
customer service that helps us earn your business time and again while serving your driving
needs! Price does not include a charge for 0. We are excited to offer this Ford Fusion. How to
protect your purchase? Exceptional in every sense of the word, this incredibly low mileage
vehicle is one of a kind. Look no further, you have found exactly what you've been looking for.
More information about the Ford Fusion: Ford's Fusion offers a lot of bang for the buck in a
midsize car, and with a wide variety of engine options, available all-wheel drive, a new Sport
version, and a new hybrid system, it's a strong contender in a field led by the Chevy Malibu,
Honda Accord, and Toyota Camry. Strengths of this model include available hybrid powertrain,
Excellent value, powerful selection of engines, edgy styling, and optional all-wheel drive We
look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. FWD, 3. It comes
equipped with leather, sunroof, alloy wheels, automatic transmission, power windows, and
power locks. This is a locally serviced non-smoker trade-in and the price has just been reduced!
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 8, Manual Cylinders 4 cylinders 7, 6
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent

price drops. Know The Deal. New Listing. No accidents. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 8,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I had been mostly satisfied with my Fusion until the throttle
body failed at 68, miles. I was driving on an interstate highway without shoulders, passing a
truck, when I lost complete power. I lost speed and coasted to a stop where an on-ramp merged
onto the highway. I feared for my life. Cars passing at highway speeds. No warning. AAA saved
me along with city police who warned on-coming traffic. This could have been deadly. Read
more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2008 acura rdx turbo
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

